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AS U N M c a n d i d a·t e
. statements are due 1n the
LOBO Office, Rm. 138;
Marron ~all by this Sunday,
5 p.m. Photos of the · candidates are due by this
Friday, 5 p.m.
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Denied Once Again
By D.M. Flynn
The plot has thickened in the case
of. Dr. Susan Patrick and the niusic
department. Not only J;tas another
.-eview of the musicologist .-esulted
in a negative reeommendatjon, bllt
. ·the B.A. in music history is no
' longer being offered.

· . Susan Pat'rick

Petition Nursing School

expiration of her three-year contract despite petitions from students
and music department faculty on
her behalf.

A . subcommittee of the
University Tenure . Review Committee, appointed by Assoc.
Provost
Clinton. Adams, concurred
. '·
with Adams' decision not to rehire
Dr. Patrick, a professor of music
Dr. Patrick.
histoty, was not rehired after the
. The music history degree was
eliminated "in response to
legislative concern," Adams said in
a letter to Zon Eastes. ·
Eastes, president of the UNM
Music Society, said the ''decision to
aboliSh the B.A. in music history
was not made in the best interest of
the music department."
petition.
He said, "The administration
John Cloran, a senior in the made no attempt to let the decision
nursing college, said that a seven- be known _to the faculty or other
member student task force was
formed to insure communication students."'
between the faculty and the
Adams' letter was in response to
students.
a petition signed by a number of
·"Students are organizing and faculty and students in the
working for positive change," department demanding a reversal
Cloran said.
ofthe administration's decision.

Students· Seek Cl.langes
··.

'
students are presently required to
By Rachel Dixon
take
two. other tests before being
Juniors in the UNM College of
allowed
to take the clinical test in a
Nursing have voted to present a
three-item petition to the Academic level II nursing class;
-The mark 'Incomplete' shall be
Affairs Committee.
Eighty per cent of the junior · given to students.in cases other than
.
nursing class was present for the extreme emergencies, and;
-The students want an extension
meeting and voted unanimously in
favor of having the following three· to the Saturday of finals week,
areas changed by the nursing -rather than the deadline of Wed~
nesday, to complete taking tests in
faculty:
accordance
with the rest of the
-Nursing students want the
University'"s
colleges.
option to take ·the clinical final
Xerox· copies of the student's ·
exam without having the first two
sub-level U tests beforeh~md: The. . signatures wer.e sent with the

Acting Dean of the College of
Nursing, Marion Fleck, said, "The
staff will be considering the
·
students' petitions
for a response
next Monday.
. ''The college is making some
revisions in the program and trying
to deal with the complaints," asst.
dean of students Tony_Oliver said.
Joef Jones, assist~nt to the
provost~ said he would help
straighten out communication
between
the faculty and students in
Analysis By 'Dan Crain .
the nursing college ..
"I know the problems are real.
The Clinical Law Program will probably remain. open to undergraduates
until the end of the summer, ,said UNM Law School Dean Fredrick Hart. There's a basis for the students'
No d'efinite decisions have yet been made about the future of free legal aid complaints," he said.
·
to undergraduates, he added ..
The ASUNM Senate voted last March 24 to turn down clinical law's
request of $25,000, in· effect ending ·ASUNM's commitment to free legal
aid for undergraduates.
Clinical law director Bill McPherson said he considered the senate's
. zero-funding recommendation a "slap in the face," and added that
resources within the law school will probably be shifted away from legal
aid to undergraduates and into other clinical law 'programs a5 a result of
the senate~s action.
·
McPherson describ~d clinical law's relationship with ASUNM as a
~artnership, in" which the law school provides lawyers, professors and
facilities for stu.dent legal aid, and ASUNM underwrites the major day-to~
day operating costs such as work-study law students, receptionists and
paperwork.
·
Aid to undergraduates is only a small part of the Clinical Law Program.
Clinical Law is basically .an educational program for Jaw students that
gives practical training in the profession. Dean Hart Said that both
ASUNM and the Law School benefit from the legal aid program.
McPherson estimates that the law school's contrihntinn to the partnership this year comes to about $129,000. The law sc.:nool resources
represented by this figure can easily be moved into other areas of clinical
law, McPherson said, and may have to be, since to continue delivering free ·
, legal help to undergraduates at the pres~nt level without ASUNM funds
would require·deficit spending, which is illegal.
"'SUNM Sen. David, Rupp said he was against financing clinical law
. because it was so limited,~ the number of students it helped.
Single studepts. must make less than $3500 a year to qualify for the
program while married students must have a combined income of less than
$4625.· .•
.
.
.
. .
.
· "I ~on 1 t think it was ever ASUNM's intention to buy a free legal•aid
package for a minority of the students," said .Rupp. ,"The original ·intention was to help get an education program started in the law school, and
it is the administration's job to educate, not 'ASUNM' s.' •
Another alternative voiced by Rupp, would be to continue to offer the·
service to undergraduates, but charge a $10 or $15 fee to make· up. the
.money lost from ASUNM. Rupp said that using clinical law's figure of
2300 undergraduates who used the service last year, with a $10 charge
revenues would· come to $23,~vety near the amount clinical Jaw asked
ofASONM.
.
"Jri the .first place, clinical law never has been a truly free service to
undergraduates, since they charge a $2 interviewfee," Itupp.said. "It's my
contention that charging $10 would only be a little less free.
"It's hard for me to. believe that an educated, upwardly mobile
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Clinica1 Law Futur(3 ·
Remains Unde·cided

•

" (Continued. ph pqe 8)

He said the state's Academic
Council ori . Higher Education's
criteria ,, for
''unjustifiable
,,
programs. . were four or _less
. gradUates pet year,' bn·the average,
over the last fiv~ years," and
"twelve .or less majors per year, on
the average, over the last two
repor,tingyears."
Adams said in the letter, "There ·
were zero graduates over the fiveyear period and zero students
enrolled in the major." The five
year period, he said, was 19701915.

Eastes said music students do not
have to declare their major until
graduation and that he himself is an
undeclared music historY major .
Eastes said there are at least six
other music history majors and at
least one graduate, Mike
Michnovicz, who graduated in
summer of 1976.
Adams also said in the letter that
the petition asking for a reversal of
this decision was connected with
"the emotional concerns generated
by the non-renewal of Professor
Patrick's appointment."

1
I

·7
I

Dr. Patrick's contract was not
renewed based on negative
recommendations by the acting
dean (Donald McRae), the acting
chairman (John Batcheller) arid a
diversity of faculty opinion.
A music department source said
ilie faculty opinion came down to
"a matter of semantics." The
source said, "They've changed the
rules on us," in interpreting the
words used on the recommendations.
In the past, the source said,
words like "good and fine" were
used and these sufficed as a
recommendation· to rcappojnt a
faculty member.
An evaluation is being done of
the graduate programs in music
education and music history and
literature. Wolf Elston, chairman
of the geology department and the
ad-hoc committee preparing the
evaluation, declined to release any
statement on the team's draft
report.

Not Exactly
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The Easte·r ·

Bunny
Children keep busy during
the Albuquerque Scbools 1
Easter vacation bY attending
the childcare program of·
fered at the SUB. ~
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WASH IN G T 0 N
(UP I)-Teamster dissidents
Wednesday filed. internal union
charges against President Frank
Fitzsimmons, demanding his ouster
for nepotism, squandering funds
and embracing organized crime
figures.
'
The charges, filed by three rank-

and-file members, came as Fitzsimmons called ;1 meeting of local
union leaders to plot strategy for
improving the Teamsters' public
image.
But the ~etermined labor lea~er
told a meeting of 2,000 local umon
supporters he would not be forced
out by cbarges of corruption.

z~===================,

ri
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'

During a three-hour meeting
designed to convince local leaders
tl]at these allegations of corruption
;lre untrue, Fitzsimmons declared
his intention to finish out his fivey~ar term and run for another in
1981.
'
With husky guards posted at
every door to keep reporters and
dissidents out, the local officials
were reported to have applauded
Fitzsimmons more than 30 times
and offered him a unanimous vote
of confidence. Dissidents picketed
outside the hotel where the meeting
was held.
Earlier, Fitzsimmons issued a
statement saying reports he may
resign are "absolutely false" and
"I believ~, maliciously circulated.".
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$1.00 off any large
or medium Pizza or
Lasagna purchase ·
PJea.!je present this coupon

4513 Central NE, 256·9953
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AEA~Y-MAOE FRAMES Jot 0.11 P•ln~i111l'
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PICTURE FRAMING I AEADY·MADE FRAMES/ FRAMING SUPPLIES
:IIICieCENTRAL AYE. S.E., ALIUQUEROUE, N.M. 87101 • 255-32:11

WASHINGTON-The Carter administration today urged that,
despite potential dangers, .recombinant DNA research be allowed to
- go forward under interim safety guidelines while stricter government
regulations are dr11wn.
DNA is the genetic material that carries the characteristics of life,
and recombinant research involves transplanting the such material
from one microorganism to another.
HEW Secretary Joseph Califano said recombinant DNA is a
"scientific tool Of extraordinary potential" but' one which poses risks
"of . uncertain magnitude." Recombinant DNA could alter a
microorganism h1 an unpredictable ,md possibly undesirable way.
Should the altered substance escape, he said, "it might cause
disease or modify the environment.''

WASHINGTON-President Carter signed the reo~ganization
authorization bill Wednesday and said he would begin a. "searching ·
examination of the entire government structure" with an overhaul of
his own office.
'
The bill gives Carter three-year authority to submit reorganizations
plans to Congress, subject only to a veto by either house. It carries a
Republican-sponsored amendment requiring Carter to give the costeffectiveness of each plan.

SALISBURY, Rhodesia-Rhodesia said Wednesday it has begun
an operation to move 250,000 Blacks from rural tribal lands to
"protected villages.'' A Black leader denounced the heavily guarded,
fenced compounds as "concentration camps.''

. .fl!RIOiCUT MATS lliistyiM.Ii'JCi cot~ 20% off
' '
PICTUR!:S liGHTS 20% off .
> '

Carter OK's DNA Research

Tribal Blacks Forced to. Camps

Price ·

FANTA$TIC $AVI!)IGS ON OliA QI,JP,.LITY
.. .
PICTURE FI'AMING . ·
.
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Carter Signs Reorganization
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DETROIT-A federal grand jury Wednesday indicted reputed
mafia leader Vincent A. Meli and three other men on extortion
charges for allegedly forcing truck drivers to pay employer contributions to various Teamster Union pension funds.
Among those indicted was the former business agent for Teamsters
Local 299, the powerbase used by Frank S. Fitzsimmons and James
R. Hoffa before him as a stepping stone to the union's international
presidency, Hoffa has been missing and presumed dead since July,
ln5.

More Mosie Than You'll Know
·What To Do With At
ASUNM/PEC!s :·

·

'Shocking' Apathy Spurs Action
WASHINGTON-The government today announced a massive,
upgraded immunization program to. counteract what it called a
"shocking" apathy that has left 20 l}lillion youngsters unprotected
from such perjls as polio, tetanus and whooping cough.

IY 111!111

Senate Extends Tax Break
WASHINGTON-The Senate voted Wednesday to delay for one
year the end of tax deductions that ailing and disabled workers have
received for the first $100 a week of sick pay.
Also approved wa~ a delay .in an earlier decision to reduce from
$20,000 to $15,000 the amount of income that U.S. workers abroad
may exclude from income tax.

In The Student Union Building
Next To Pronto's

Friday, April 8
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DAILY LOBO

Featuring Bob Brown
Jazz Quaret At 7:30 PM

No.127
Vol. 81'
Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N .M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 277-

Things Get Rowdier at 9 PM With

CDO.UC.Itl

4102, 277-4202.
The New MCxico Daily Lobo is published
l\o[onday through Friday every regular week
o£ the University year and weekly during the
summer session· by the Board of Student
Publications oft.he University of New Me)Cieo,
and is not financially associated wit.h UNM.
Second class postage paid nt Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87131. Subscription rate is
SlO.OOfor lh!! ncadcrriicyear.
The opinions e>:pressed on the editorial
pages of The Daily Lobo are those o( the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that o1lhe
.editorial board of Tbe Daily Lobo. Nothin~
printed in The DailY Lobo necessariJy
repre!'lent.s the views of the University o! New

Until 12:30 AM

Saturday, April 9
More Jazz With Bob Brown And

II tr'I,DII

Mpvirn

At 7:30PM
And, Beeause They Brought The House
Down Last Week,

ASUNM General-election poll workers meeting
will be held on Mon., Apr. 11 in SUB. All poll
workers must be present. Call277-SS28.

UNM Mountain Cub will meet Thurs-•• Apr. 7, at
7:30p.m., second noor SUB. Special Sandia wilderness slide show.
Poll workers ileeded for the ASUNM general election on Apr. I3.Ifinterested Call277-S528.

There will be a meeting of the tJNM Circle K club,
Mon., Apr. II, at 7!30 p.m.t in rm. 231A SUB, All
interested pe_rsons are invited.

UNM Ballroom Dance Club meets Fri., Apr. 8,
from '/-9 p.m., in the SUB BallrOom. There will be inslruction in waltz.

Earnings:

SUB
THEATER

Our top 25 agents averaged $118,170.00
Our top 500 agents averaged $41,722.00

Inflation Hedge:

,

Income of NMl Agents has increased by
almost 60% in the last 10 years.

Informal Interview:
Call for an informal interview over a cup
of coffee with

7:00

'

NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE
IS LOOKING FOR
4 GOOD PEOPLE
We're a 8 billion dollar financial in·
slitution with over 100 years experience
in the field.

Documentor,y of His Life

tPII f:lt •11 !t ll:lt Ill

DyEd Lopez
be victory over death. We're not
On three separate screens, slides using the music to emphasize what
flash, rock music· comes across in the songs say, but by using the
heavy throbs, and pulsating, multi- world's music, we are showing how
colored lights. bring life to the the world views things, then we
darkened room. Discotheque? No. · show the alternative.''
The audio and visual effects were
Some traditionalists might object
all part of a presentation by the to the multi-media presentation,
UNM Chapter of Campus Crusade said McKennette, simply because it
for Christ.
hasn't been used in the past, and
The presentation, billed as "45 because the music might not be
minutes of wide-screen, multi- considered reverent. "The message
media wizardry," and entitled "If I is still the same, it's just a different
Should Die ... " was shown on way of communicating," he said.
campus last week.
McKennette said about 90 per
"We're. trying to bring cent of the comment-cards filled'
Christianity in ways they (students) out by viewers after each showing
can understand. It's a mode they're were favorable both to the visuals
willing to listen to because they're and the message.
used to it," said Tom McKennette,
Campus Crusade workers
a member of the touring company
generally
played down the visuals
of Paragon Experience, part of
of
the
presentation
and stressed the·
Campus Crusade for Christ. "The
message.
One
member
compared
message is still there; the message is
multi-media
to
the
use
of
parables
not diluted, •• he said.
in
religious
teachings,
saying
that
McKennette is a member of one
they
both
serve
to
strengthen
of three Paragon-Experience teams
which travel around· the United communication. Another member
States and Canada showing the said she didn't see why these
production in colleges, high methods (multi-media) shouldn't be
schools, prisons, military in- used if they're available.
Of the students questioned about
stallations, and churches.
·
the
presentation, many had
McKennette said two teams are
favorable
comments, especially for
on the road for seven months at a
the
choice
of songs which were
time, while the third leaves the
used.
In
one
selection, Bob Dylan's
headquarters · at San Bernardino,
"Knocking
on
Heaven's Door" is
Calif. for a little more than a month
played
while
yellow
lights pulsate
at a time.
on
the
three
screens.
Reddish
skies,
The publicity build-up for the six
presentations at UNM-only four sunsets, flowers, and shots of
young lovers appear on the screens
had
been
originally when "Time in a Bottle'' is played.
scheduled-included many posters
While a rock singer. asks the
around campus, balloons, a display
"What is life? What is
questions,
in the SUB, an advertisement in the
truth? What is death," a variety of
LOBO and free popcorn.
shots appear on the screens: an
The multi-media presentation iS overturned Cracker Jacks box with
geared for ihe 16-through-24 age a diploma inside, a slot machine
,grouP... '.'T~e advantage of multi- ·labeled '·'Wedding. Chapel," a car
media is its uniqueness; it's dif- with "Evil, Wicked, Mean and
ferent, and it affects more of the Nasty" written on its side, a closesenses," said McKennette. One up of a Monopoly board and
member of Campus Crusade said candid shots ·of people mixed in
that the visual effects help people
remember what has been presented. ·
"Contemporary rock songs are
used to show the happy-go-luc~y
attitude in life," said McKennette,
and cited "When I Die" by Blood,
. Receiver, list. .... 21
Sweat and Tears as an example.
2-Way Loudspeakers
"The song 'Time in a Bottle' (Jim
by Pioneer, list ; .. 1
Croce)
shows the special
Magnetic Cartridge
relationship between people. The
Turntable, list .... .
song 'D.O.A.' (Bloodrock) shows
Total List ..... s4~1Ci••l
how death can come abruptly."
•.•• s2ggoo
McKennette said a Black Sabbath
song provided a consideration of
Hell. "The presentation shows that
we have some hope, that there can

Fri. afternoon coffee and conversations- at the
Honors_ Center Lounge will present ;'ReadingS and
Raps Odes" by pOet Robert Lloyd on Apr. 8 ni. 1:30.
Everyone is invited •

mALCOLm X

Thun~dQy

The Town's Hottest New Funk Group
Cooks Front 9 PM To 12:30 AM
Hot &. Cold Sandwiehes· &. Drinks
In The Deli-Bar
Admission Priees
Students (With J.D •• Plus One Guest)
SOeEaeh
Pnblie 81.50 Eaelt

·Mafioso Accused of Extortion

Medla Blares On
In Campus Display
Of Christian Disco

ond

WILLIAM E.EBEL,CLU',General Agent

9:15

292-2830

FrldQy

.,

ManagPml'nf opp<Jrtunities will be available
within the next 18 months,

COmE FILL THE CUP

The Quiet Company.

b:Y Jomes ~ogney ·

•
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UN M Regents Confirm
BCMC 'Dollar Lease'

By Tom Kensler
The UNM Board of Regents
Wednesday confirmed the dollarper-year lease of Bernalillo County
Medical Center from the county.
The lease however, cannot be
enacted until $1.2 million is appropriated by the State to pay for
the coverage of the BCMC employee-benefits
under
the
Educational Retiremen~ Act.
The employes are are classified as
"special" employes under the jointpowers agreement betwe~n UNM
and Bernalillo County. Under the
lease agreement, BCM C personnel
would become UNM staff, and
funds would be required for the
retirement, healtb, and vacation
benefits afforded university employees under the Education
Retirement Act.
Two appropriation bills were
tabled by the Senate Finance
Committee in the legislature, this
year, leaving UNM without funds
to classify the BCMC workers as
UNM staff. In tabling the bill

without prejudice, tbe Committee
recognized the need for an appropriation, and left the matter ·
open for future considerations.
Regent
President
Henry
J ilramillo Jr. said the bill was
tabled primarily because it was
introduced late in the session, and
suggested that a meeting be
scheduled with the Bernalillo
County Commission to re-evaluate
the present joint-powers agreement
and proposed lease agreement, and
to continue efforts to seek the
necessary funds for the lease to be
enacted. A motion to that effect
was passed unanimously by the
Board.
In other actions, the Board:
-appointed Peat, Marwick, and
Mitchell & Co. as the University
auditors for the fifth consecutive
year;
-delayed confirmation of the
revised ASUNM Constitution until
the next Board meeting so that
newly-arrived Marvin "Swede"
Johnson, the associate
for

student and alumni affairs, could
appraise the constitution and report
back to the Board;
-requested that Tom Hogg,
assistant dean of students, examine
other methods for advertising the
New Mexico Public Intercs.t
Research Group (NMPIRG)
student refunds, such as with
posters and coverage by radio
station KUNM;
-approved final wording of the
joint powers agreement between
UNM and the State Department of
Hospitals and Institutions for the
UNM administration of the
Children's Psychiatric Unit;
-approved easements to the
Children's Psychiatric Unit so that
the city can extend utility lines to
the facility,
.,, ~g a"~'· or Coi11a~l I.e 1si~
Fast st•n·ice, qualit~·.and
style at rt•asonuhk mst

Casey Optical Co.
(.\'ex I door I" C a.w·ulle.w II D 1.'111!.),
.I Otll~l.., HI \\'a..,hinuton 20!J,-(t;?.J)
_, ...

Popejoy Hall, UNM
Proudly Presents
The Southwestern Premiere of
George Balanchine's
filmed version of
his .brilliant ballet

.A MIDSUMMER
"NIGHT'S DREAM

•

based on the play by William Shakespeare
·
Music by Felix Mendelssohn
In Panavision - Full Color
Cast of 100 Featuring
Suzanne Farrell, Edward Villella, Arthur Mitchell,
· Mimi Paul, Nicholas Magallanes, Patricia McBride,
Roland Vazquez, Francisco Moncion, Gloria Govrin,
Richard }\app, Jacques d'Amhoise, Allegra Kent

And The New York City Ballet Compan:
April 7 ,8,9,10 - 7:30 p.m.
April 9, 10 Matinees - 2:00p.m.
·
· Tickets - Adults $3° 0
Fac/Stafl,
':tudents,
Children, ... 'Jits. $po
Tickets Available At Popejoy H ...
·All Ticketmaster Outlets.
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G>ff the L080 Tutntnbles
"

Adobe Towers
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'Morality's Name'
By Rich~rd Berthold
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BEF Program Study Is Unrelated to Patrick
were zero (0) graduates over the five-year period and
Editor:
Dear Mr. Eastes: I refer to the petition recently sub- zero (0) students enrolled in the major. In these cirmitted to this office with respect to the undergraduate cumstances, the decision to eliminate the program
major in music history and literature. The concluding was inevitable.
The decision, in other words, was not arbitrary. It
sentence of the petition reads, "We demand a reverwas
made in response to legislative concern and after
sal ofthis arbitrary decision."
appropriate
study; it was based upon the facts of
As background, I should first explain that the study
stud!lnt
interest
and enrollment. If evidence can be
initiated last year by the Board of Educational Finance
presented
that
a
substantial number pf the students
(BEFI was undertaken at the request of the New
who
signed
the
petition
wish to change their majors
Mexico Legislature. The specific charge of the
in
music
history, it is possible that
and
pursue
degrees
legislature was to examine "all academic programs in
In the absence of such
the
program
can
be
restored.
order to determine if some unjustifiable programs
evidence of interest the decision will stand.
exist in New Mexico's institutions of higher
In conclusion, may I say that recent events in the
education."
department of music cause me to ·connect your
In association with the Academic Council on Higher
Education (ACHE), a body which includes represen- ' petition with the emotional concerns generated by the
non-renewal of Prof. Patrick's appointment. If, intatives of each of the state's public colleges and
deed, some students signed the petition in the
universities (Mr. Travelstead is the UNM representative) criteria were (1) "four or less graduates per · thought that the two matters were connected, they
were misinformed. Thll B.EF program study has
year on the average over the last five years," and (21
precisely nothing to do with the decision not to reap"twelve or less majors per year on the average over
point Ms. Patrick.
the last two reporting periods."
Clinton Adams
The data compiled with respect to the unAssociate Provost
dergraduate major in music history indicate that there

Subtracting the Secretarial Salaries
Editor:
Sincere gratitude to Dr. Marshall
Nason for his letter to the LOBO
which rivets attention on the UNM
secretary's "subsistence level" survival and denounces the "kind of
justice" which "provides that one
kind of state employee receives half
as much reward as another for rendering identical service."
Consider the job of the UN M
secretary. Like her state agency
counterpart, she too takes over
much of the administrative detail
for her boss. She must be nimble
not only with the buttons of
typewriter, telephone and transcriber
but
with
UNM's
bureaucratic intricacies as well, since her boss is likely to be a busy (or
absentminded) professor who
doesn't want to be bothered with
anything in quintuplicate.
She relieves him of other concerns as well: arranges agenda for
visiting lecturers and other assorted
dignitaries; monitors mid-term
make-up exams and graduate comprehensive exams; reminds her
boss to attend his committee
meetings, his colloquia, his classes;
maintains his image of accessibility
while, in fact, screening all inquiries
ahd resolving most difficulties for
students, other professors, and
deans herself.
Her duties are therefore no less
demanding than those of a
secretary in other state a!:lencies.
Why is pav not commensurate?
a UNM secretary is often the actual
head of household, the sole financial support for one, two ot more
dependents. In fact, she may hold a
UNM secretarial job precisely
because, in a tight job market and
despite Affirmative Action that
was the only job evailable whm, ahe
needed one. And, she might have
been under the illusion that with
UNM she would be able to take advantage of the equitable employee
benefits.

But let us do her subtraction for
her. As Dr. Nason notes, she could
easily spend 50 per cent of her
take-home pay on rent for a home
for her family. But naturally she
cannot afford such extravagance,
so she may opt instead to live farther from the University where rents are lower, even though it means
that her transportation costs must
rise accordingly. Of her approximate $400 monthly take-hcime
pay, subtract $160 for rent plus
utilities for an apartment for herself
and, say, two dependents. Take off
another $30 per month for gas for
car transportation from her· lowerrent district.
Then consider, too, the possible
ages of those dependents and the
consequent need for 10 hours of
child-care (from 7:30 a.m. to 5:30
p.m.) so the mother can work her
"eight-hour" day at UNM. If she's
lucky, only 25 per cent of her salary
($100/month or $25/week) will go
to child-care. Having
take!}.

care of some of the 'basics; the
UNM secretary can now save the
remainder (approximately $100) for
30 days' food, clothing, etc. and set
aside what remains after these expenses for automobile insurance or
the necessary brake job on the car.
Having thus reduced her salary
to a sum more readily countable on
one hand, the UNM secretary is
now free to consider taking advantage of the 'benefits' UNM offers. For only $33 monthly she can
join a .gl'oup health insurance plan
for her family (with the usual $50
deductible for each insured member). And she can opt for an equally
low group-rate life insurance plan.
But, a question: with what remains
of her UNM take-home pay, how
can she afford the luxury of insuring life and health for herself and
her dependents?
Thank you, Dr. Nason, for raising
an angry voice.
Susal\ Williams
Secretary

Let's hear three rousing Gloria. In exce/sis Deo's for Rodger Parks.
And I thought the spirit of the Spanish Inquisition was dead I Parks (and
Anita Bryant) is a prime example of people who have contributed mightily
to human misery in the name of morality and the greater glory of their god.
He is one of those myriads of human beings who have automatically
assumed that their vision of ethics and religious truth is valid not only for
themselves, but also for all others and must therefore be imposed upon the
social structure,
This might be C<!lled the 'strayed flock' syndrome and is ..common
among all ideologues, from Stalinists· to Moonies, though monotheists
· have consistently been the worst offenders. We all of course like to consider our points of view to be correct, and if we have the truth, _especially
religious truth, we wish naturally to communicate it to others.
But there exists a difference between communication and imposition,
between explanation of one's position and the automatic q,ssumption, a Ia
Parks, that one's beliefs are so obviously valid that all share them, or ought
to share them. The 'strayed flock' syndrome appears most often in the
area of morality and general religious beliefs, precisely because absolute
moral principles and religious tenets cannot by definition be empirically or
logically demonstrated, since their authority rests with a concept (god,
Absolute Good, whatever) which is accepted on faith. Consequently,
there is a tendency to assume that if I believe it, illl ought to believe, since
there is no way to demonstrate that it is not true.
It is this intolerant, holier than thou attitude that earned so many early
Christians black eyes at the hands of their more tolerant polytheist neighbors. Now, what these people believe is their business, but they will
inevitably attempt to mold society according to their truths, thereby
limiting the freedom of those who do not accept those truths. If these
people are in power, or in a democratic society in the majority, then their
truth becomes law. Consequently, prostitution, homosexuality, and
fellatio are or have been illegal in this' society because they are condemned
in the Judea-Christian· tradition which provides the moral underpinning of
American society.
But for the person who does not accept the whole of the JudeaChristian ethical structure the prohibition against homosexuality is based
on nothing but fancy. Recently Bob Jones and his coreligionists attempted
a boycott of Zeffirelli's Jesus of Nazareth because it was "a satanserving venture," and Kahlis and his fanatics took hostages to stop the
showing of Mohammed Messenger of God because it offended their
sensibilities.
These people are trying to limit my freedom; I do not consider either
subject sacred and would enjoy seeing a Mel Brooks film on either topic. It
is the right of these people to expose their point of view in an attempt to
influence me, but not to prohibit me from dealing pr!lfanely with a topic
they consider sacred. And so back to Parks and all those who blithely use
the Bible to prove all aspects of morality. In fact, what the Bible has to say
about homosexuality is relevant only to Christians, be they hetero- or
homosexual.
I do not believe the Bible is the word of God or that it has any corner on
the Wisdom market, so its pronouncements on the subject are irrelevant
to my view of homosexuality. (For the curious, I am avidly heterosexual,
but almost anything that consenting adults wish to do to one another that
does not injure the rights of other parties seems cool.)
Incidentally, Father Parks, homosexuality was not "rampant in the
Roman Empire"; if anY!hing, the Roman attitude toward it was more prim
-than our own. Once more, Ignorance in the service of "Truth." And the
reaction of Parks and his ilk? "Take up the Sword of Righteousness and
bring Truth to him who wanders in Darkness!" And thus has it ever been
as Jews, Christians and Moslems have drenched the soil with the blood of
polytheists and each other, all in the name of Truth and the Good.
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Letter$ to the edttor ...
Lettel's to the editor should be no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and phone number must be included
with the letter or it will not be considered for publication.
Names will be withheld only by agreement with the editor, in
person.
· Both letters to the editof an:d opinions are subject to editing
for length and for possibly libelous content. Letters may be
mailed to the LOBO, P.O. Box 20, UNM, 87131 or delivered to
the LOBO newsroom, room 138, Marron Hall.
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Runaways/Queens
Noise/Mercury!SRMI-1126
Review by Lynda Sparber
Shoulda known. Punk rock is not
sexist. There's five of'em, spread
across the cover in gunslinger black
with just a hint of cleavage,
sporting pouts and dewy eyes that
belong either in the bedroom or
behind a gun.
Knowing in my soul that women
would one day get out of. the group. But they are not Fanny, nor
musical stereotype of peasant are they Heart. There is no Grace
blouses and sappy love songs, I Slick or Janis Joplin in the bunch.
Basically, they sound like the
took particular interest in this
feminine version of a very young,
just-beginning Deep Purple. Which
means potential, I suppose. Their
songs are hardcore tough guy and
castrating bitch, with titles like
"Born to Be Bad" and "Neon
Angels on the Road tb Ruin.''
I'd like to check out their music
by
the time they hit their fourth or
7:00-Ch. 13: Bugs Bunny
fifth
album. By then, they should
Easter Special.
be
a
little
more refined and beyond
8:00-Ch. 13: People's Compoint
of
being a novelty band.
the
mand Performance (All-star
Not that they're really so tough
var.iety special.)
now-thank you's . on the cover
9:00-Cb. 5: Classic Theater
went out to "All the Runaway's
(Ibsen's "The Wild Duck.")
parents.''
11:00-Cb.
5:
Woman
(Teenage
mothers
. are
discussed.)
12:00-Ch. 4: Tomorrow
(Director of Jaws is guest.)
12:40-Ch. 13: Movie ("Cry
Panic.")
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Jesse Colin Young/Love on the
Wing!BS-3033/Warner Bros.
By Dana Peterson
You can always count on Jesse
Colin Young to produce a fine
album and his latest attempt is no
exception. Young never strays far
from the format which-has spelled
success for him; and his lack of
boldness m!J,y be the only drawback
onthisLP.
Ever siirce his split with the
Youngbloods years ago, Jesse has
stuck to a mixture mildly jazzy, and
country swing songs, and true to
form, he has continued his tribute
to country great Hank Williams by
including his rendition of "Hey,
Good Lookin' " on the album.
Jesse's co-producer on the album
is Felix Pappalardi, ex-Mountain
bassist, who also arranges the
horns. Susan Young also sings
harmony and appears with her
husband on the album cover. If you
have ever enjoyed any of Jesse's
early efforts you are sure to enjoy
this one. I recommend it.

Gallagher and Lyle/Love On The
A irwaveslA&M SP-4620
By Thomas Lee
This is the second !J,Ibum for
Benny Gallagher and Garaham
Lyle since· they left McGuiness Flint
in the early 70's. With each attempt
they get stronger and develop their
talents in new directions of
songwriting. They are learning to
use the studio with finesse and the
horn arrangements to supplement
their background.
Love On The Airwaves holds the
finger-snapping and sweet me)odies
that the boys have built their
reputation around. This album
brings out some of the best material
that Gallagher and Lyle have
written ~o far.
Looking back on tbe old songs.
they wrote for McGuiness Flint you
can catch the similarities in harmonies and smooth lines that make
their songs so popular. It is about
time.
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Conlud I .t·n~s

Fast service. qualit~· and
stvll· .at reasonahle eost

Casey Optical Co.
(Nexf door ToCiJ.<I!!/ RifaltJ)fugt
·Lomas at Washington 255-6329
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Jefferson
Airplane/Flight
Log/CYL2-1255
By Bubba & Chuck Ferd
"Once a 'Frisco group, always a
'Frisco group.''
"There's always more where this
came from!''
"VOLUNTEEEEEEERS!II"
"Take off your shirt, Grace."
The New

Lucky's Pizza

$1.00 off any large
or medium Pizza or
Lasagna purchase

~present this

coupon
4513 Central NE. 256·995~

The SQhQ'I fQith TeQches•.
"In the gatden of the heatt, plant
naug ht b Ut t he lOSe 0 f 1OVe."
For Information Write: Orthodox Baha'I Faith
Box 4445
Albu,querque, N.ffi. 87106
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Steve Dees
Stephen Dees!Hip Shot/AOL-12186/RCA
By Dana Peterson
The album cover looks like a
black and white remake of the Rick
Derringer, "All-American Boy"
album, and in places the music is,
very imitative of the same. But
despite this lack of originality,
Stephen Dees makes a reasonable
crack at breaking into the music
business madhouse.
Part of the credit should go Dees'
sponsor and friend, Daryl Hall who
produced it and wrote about one
third of the songs.
Side two is fairly good, but the
side one tracks should have been
trashed. I think I'll have to reserve
judgement on this LP until we hear
from Dees again and see if he can
stand on his own.

MOST ACCLAIMED'
MOST TALKEO A80UTI
MOST ENTERTAINING•
MOST POPULAR NEW
X MOVIE'

Show Times
2:00
6:30
3:30
8:00
5:00
9:30

SHUB~'S Turquoise And
Silver Jewelry

Matching Turquoise
And Silver Inlaid
Mother Of Pearl "Tree"

TV

Ey't•Klasst·~

~

· Gcllo.gher
•And L_yle -•

•••.Bod Compon,y •••

Burn in'
Sky/Bad
Com- b;eak-in rule, even; Peter Frampal}y!Swansong
pton made a name for himself on
By David Abercrombie
grueling, non-stop tours while his
Burn in' Sky - mmmm, OK; albums flopped.)
·good title ... onto the turntable with
But something has to suffer, and
it ... a few pops and crackles ... the with Bad Co., it has. Too much
rumble of synthesized thunder to dressing room champagne has
open things up (sounds like rotted out their creative intellect.
somebody dropped a reverb tank Their first album was a gem; clean,
on the floor) ... some mild power- tight, and tough, it established
chording ... ah, here comes Paul them as one of the monster acts of
Rodger&, the original raw-voiced rock. Since then, as less and less
rock'n'roll singer-"The sky is energy (evidently) has been put into
burning, I believe my ~cluJ's on their material, it has becqme more
fire/You are, I'm learning, the key and more hackneyed and cliched.
to my desire." And Bad Co. are
Witness some more of the title
off, to rape, pillage, and plunder
their way across another twelve- track's lyrics: "Swim the river
trying to lose my trail/and they
inch hunk of vinyl.
Only problem is, the first song caught me under the bridge ... This
starts to go to sleep toward the end, song is dedicated to humanity/We
in an overly long fadeout on one gonna lock in love and throw away
repeated chord pattern, and the the key /baby your love sends me to
album never wakes up again. The jail/I' d rather die than see you with
album is (how shall I put this?) another man/workin' on the
boring. Or even, in tbe case of railroad every day/but yop can't
•'Everything I Need," dumb.
keep me here I'm not gonna stay."
I read a review a while back of
What can I say? One thing~s for
Badco's Run With The Pack that sure, if' Bad Company keeps
was written by a woman. In it she making albums like this, they won't
took issue with the band's view of ' have to bother going into the
women as objects-for-the-outlaw- studio-they won't seii anything ·
rocker-to-love-and-leave. Too they make in there anyway.
many groupies, she complained,
had warped the band's perspective
on half the human population.
Well,
maybe;
rock has
traditionally celebrated the Lifestyle/"Lifestyle" I MCA
predator male, and if that's a fault, Records M9A-2246
it's hardly peculiar to Bad ComBy Bob Spiegel •
pany. But it's one symptom of a
Lifestyle is a male, singing group
nasty disease-road fever.
from Rochester, N.Y. Their music
One of the economic realities of is in the tradition of early Motown,
the music world is that the real even down to the vocals and the
money, the. BIG money, is made in romantic subject matter. They
packed basketball arenas and civic aren't bad, but they just don't have
·auditoriums, not in the studio. It's tl:ie punch, direction or energy of
a good idea to keep making the early Four Tops, Temptations
records-they force a band to write and Miracles.
new · material, and they keep a
Although these tunes, written by
band's name on the ·radio-but the group, are pleasant, and even a
unless you're a new band with no bit interesting, they make me want
following under. its belt, there's to pull out my old Motown records.
more bread in touring. (There are Next to their predecessors, they just
exceptions to the hit-album-to- don't stand up.
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Opening Soon
Watch For Date

Dr. S. David Babington
announces the removal of
his practice of Optometry
Jrom Lovelace Clinic to
1631 Eubank NE · Suite B
effective April1. Telephone
293·2488.

Ring
14 95
1423 Eubank NE
Across From
The Princess
Jeanne Shopping
Center
Open Mon.-Sat 9-5:30

5 95
294·8875

Sterling Silver
Wedding Band
Mosaic Inlay,_
Turquoise or
Turquoise And
Coral
Good Through

We Are Offering A 10%
Discount On All Items To
~! UNM Students With This
~.
Cou on
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Attitude Important,' DelaO Says

DeLaO began his baseball career
in high school when he played for
Las Cruces Mayfield. He played
three years for the Bulldogs and
batted .371 and had an 8-1 pitching
-~·record:He was all-district in 1972
and 1973. He also ran cross-country
and played basketball in high
school.

Art DeLaO

in a game against Kansas State over
the spring break.
"He has a really consistent glove.
Last year he batted .222·overall He can turn a 'double play, faster
and .250 in WAC action.
than anyone on the team," said
This year he is batting .325 and Mike Foote, a freshman from Del
has one home run. '~That one is the Norte High School.
first one I've ever hit in my career
• is a relief pitcher for the
and I'm really proud of it," DeLaO
DeLaO
said. He hit it in Tulsa, Oklahoma, Lobos this year. "This year I'd

Cove:red
HAY A Y

'W"'ago.n

SHALO~

~A:;; !cars of

Recorded Message
Phone 296-8568

Hand Mode

Indian J•w•fry
OLDTOWN
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FISH RANCH

OfferGood §
Thru April 10 §

10°/o Off on all. supplies
to UN M students with I D's
Algae Eaters ••••••• , ••••••••••••• 311"
Angels ••••••••••••••.•••••••••••• 89*
Tlgor Barba ........... , •• ,.- •••••• ,. 3g.
Glow Lfghls • , ••••••••••••••••••• , 39•
Black Mollles ..................... 311"

Orange Cromldes ••••••••• , •••••••• 69~

Gold Dogo ••••••..••••••• , ••••••••• 2"
Zobras •••• , ••••••••••••••••••••• 311"
Jumbo Nedns ••••••••••••• , •••••• 3/1"
Cobra Guppies ••••••••••••••••• 99"/pr.

I
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§
$
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__

Reg. Dojo • , •••••": •••••••••••••••• 79•
Kuhlll Loach •••••••••••• ,., •••••• 211oe

1425-B San Mateo NE 266-9778
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A:S.U.N.M.
Popular Entertainment Committee
Presents

An Evenihg With

Saturday, April30, 8:00p.m.
POPEJOY HALL
$6.50 $6.00
Tickets available at: Popejoy H;all Box Office
and Sub Box Office; Dillards in Win rock
Center; both L.P. Goodbuy; both General
Stores; Record World in Montgomery Plaza;
The People's Choice In Rio Rancho; Candy
Man in Santa Fe.
Forlnformation:

CIQsslfieds

rather just concentrate of second High School baseball team, the fans and they really have•helped us
base. Pitching was fun in high ·University of Albuquerque, two out," said DeLaO.
school but not in college,'' DeLaO Kansas City Royals minor league
The baseball team begins the .
teams and was first base coach for quest for the WAC title against
the Dl)kes."
defending WAC champion Arizona
"Our record ~ould be better, We
State this Friday night. "We're as
have had a couple of mental let
DeLaO said the big difference in ready as we will ever be. The WAC
downs, like against Highlands the team's success this year has race is really a toss-up this year
Tuesday. We really should have been the players attitudes. "We just between Arizona, Arizona State
beat them.
needed a change and that change is and us. Arizona State was awesome
Vince Cappelli .
last year. They beat Arizona; the
"Having a heavy schedule has
national champions, eight times in .
really helped us. After having a
a
row," DeLaO said.
week off we came back and really
"We have a really experienced
felt good.
team even though it is young. Steve
Muccio, Kyle Rutledge and Aaron
DeLaO plans on attending UNM
"Cappelli is really motivating, he Cain are all sophomores aild they one more semester before he
really k~ep us up," DeLaO said. are leading the team in hitting," graduates. After graduation
"He has had a lot of experience DeLaO said.
DeLaO eventually hopes to coach
coaching. He's coached the Valley
"W.e have some really rowdy baseball.

By Gilbert Bustamante
"We're• really going ,to have to
play super, but I think that we can
do it,'' Art DeLaO said.
Art DeLaO is the second
baseman and captain of the UNM
baseball team. He was speaking in
reference to the team's upcortting
series with Arizona State, the
defending Western Athletic·
•
Conference champwns.
DeLaO is one of four senior
starters' on the UNM baseball
squad.
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ALCOA IS HlRINO! Train now, $100,00 weekly,
full-time summer, Cnll 294-2064 1 1:30·3:30 p.m. or
881·2429, 417

277-3711

Rat~s: 15 c~nts p~r wold p·~r da,Y, on~ dollar mlnfmum.
v~~rtls.m~nts run flv~ or mot~ cona.cutlve days with no chang~s,
nln~ c~nts. p~r word per day (no r~funds If cancelled b~for~ flv~ ln·sertlons). Classlfl~d adv~rtlaem~nts must be paid In advanc~.
ffiarron Haii_Room 105 or by mall to: Clasalfl~d Advertising, UNm
Box 20, Albuquerqu~. Nm 87131.

.Petsono.ls ~

RECONDITIONED PIANO, good conditlcm •
Moving-must sell. 842·992.9 or277-372l, 4/8
- 1967 SIMCA: good body & engine, 26 mpg In ~lty.
CONTACI"S?? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 2$5-' 'SSSO OOorbestoffer 2tiS-6261, 4/9 .
8736. tfll
;:::;c·:::oc""':::::::::,:::.•
==-=:;;:----'-''---.-.,.-,=:;:
STEREO UNIT:.Sony Super-Scope tape deck; Heath
PASSPORT, IMMIORATlON, J:O.Jlhotos. Lowest Kit receiver; 2large KL~ speakers. $200.00 complete,
prices In town. Fast, pleasing, Cali26S-2444 or comci'
caii242·514Z, 418
'to1717GirardBlvd.NB. tfn
1974 OPEL MANTA: AM/FM, snow tires, excellent
A LIMITED number of back issues of the LOBO are
condition. 26~·3142. 4/8
availabl.e for 10 cenls a copy in rooin 131, Marron
SONY TRJNITRON: repossessed color -TV. Take
Hall. TFN
over payments of $8,15 monthly till bn1ance is paid
ENGINEERINO JUNIORS INTERESTED In $500 a
orr. zss-7535, 4111
month during their _senior year call Oenc Henderson
NECCHI ZIG·ZAG: . del~e buttonholes, blind
at 766-2335 or write Navy Nuclear PoY/er Programs
':;titches, emlnclders without attachments. $40,00
Officer, P.O. Box; 8667, Albuquerque, New Mexico
cash or 5 payments of$8.75. 2$5-7534. 4/11
87108. 4/21
CHRISTMAS LAYAWAY: brand new color TV. big
AGORA: UNM's student crisis center. Open 24 hrs.,
screen. Assume payments, $7,00 per month. New 10277-3013, 4/8
year guarantee. 255~75-35. 4/11
LESLIE M. SILKO's first novel, CEREMONY, now
DUE
TO DIVORCE: Kirby vacuum cleaner. New
in stock, ONM Bookstore.· 4/8
warrant)'. l'n7 model. Take over pa)'JIIents of$7.37 a
COMING, next week, UNM ~ookstorc: annual spring
month. -2SS·7Sl5. 4/11
sale! Don't miss outl 4/8
STEREO OEPARTMENT closing out, Alll'177 new
FLYING TO SAN FRANCISCO around Aprii1Sth1
stereo equipment: Kenwood, Pioneer, Sansut;
Are you willing to accompany 2 well-behaved
receivers, 8·tracks, cassettes, C.B.'s, etc.; 40% to
children, aged 4 and 57 If so, please call 843-6071
SO% off, while they last. 255·7534. 4/11
evenings, ask for Jeremy or Maria. 4/11
IN TIME FOR EASTER; purebred Airedale puppies,
ALCOHOL STUDY Students 21 and over only.
AKC registered-SL~.OO. Excellent w/children,
Obtain questionnaire in Psychology 182. 4111
watchdogs. Call Mr..!. Murphy: 277·6165, office; 256·
SOUND IDEAS AND NIKKO want to make you a 7230athome. 4/13
star! Watch the Lobo for details. 4/11
COMPLETE RACQUETBALL EQUIPMENT at
NEWS FLASH KAPPAS have the edge on Derby
discount. prices. The Bike Shop, new location, 811
Days. 4/12
YaleS.E. Call842-9100. 4/11
ROGER DAVE HUNTER We love you thank
FENDER STRAT.: perfect condition, S27S.OO cash,
youWWW-TheKAPPAS 4/IZ .
877-0642. 4111
BENEFIT DANCE, Institute rorEiementaryStudles,
1970 FORD XL: automatic transmission, air con·
Featuring Ghost Rose and Island. Sat., April9, 8-1,
dhioning, disc brakes, roomy_ Call 299·2825 after S
SUB Ballroom. 4/8
p.m. 4/12
UNM CIRCLE K MEETING: Monday, April 11,
18' HANO·OLIDER: excelleqt condition, S4QO,OO or
SUB 231A, 7:30p.m. Everyone is invited. 4/11
best offe:r. 8834356. 4/13
ED WILL DE SPONSORING a fund-raising ,party
for PIRO at 2530 Vnlencin N.E., Saturday evening.
Caii262-M49 or 242-6293. 4n
QUADRANGLE MAPS New Mexico, SO cents.
Chamlsa Books, 3611 SimrnsS,E, 266·1229', 4n

Golfer Romero Reaches Top
Can a girl from a smal town like
Socorro find success playing golf in
the bustling city of Albuquerque?
Nancy Romero has. Romero and
teammate Barbara Barry are
dueling week to week for the top
spot on the UNM women's golf
team.
Romero was introduced to ·the
game of golf at the ripe old age of
101 She played golffor the women's
high school golf team in Socorro
and is now playing her third year of
golf for UNM.
"After I graduate from UNM
I'm not really sure what I'm going
to do. I will probably teach physical
education at the high school level
for a couple of years and then come
back to UNM and get my
Masters," Romero said, She plans
on majoring in physical education
and minoring in biology.
Romero said · she is not sure
whether the whole team will be able
to qualify for the nationals to be
held in Hawaii, but said she is sure
that she and Barry will be able to
qualify. The team has seven of the
required 10 scores needed to qualify
for the nationals with 5 tournament
days remaining.
Romero finished sixth in the
Spring Inter-Mountain tournament
Nancy
a week ago at the UNM South
Course.
. those tournaments.
The team's best showings so far
She attributed the team's success
this season were at the Arizona to the change in the team's attitude.
Collegiate Tournament and at the "At the start we were just a bunch
Spring Inter-Mountain Tour- of individuals. Now it's a team
nament held at the UNM -South thing," Romero said.
Course. The Arizona tournament
"We did really well in the Tucson
was held in Tucson, Arizona. The • tournament and it really raised the
women finished third in both of team's morale," Romero said.

Lost & Found
LOST: MEN'S BILLFOLD, Johnson Oym area,
Contains 3 important llcen$CS, Please drop in
mall. 4/IZ
$250.00 REWARD for return of watch and rlng. Lost
in Johnson Gym, April 4. 2SS·BS61. No questions
asked. 4/12
PLEASE: WHOEVER TOOK or found an orange
Camptrails Daypack In the Bookstore, Monday,
please rclum my notes to room 131, Marron Hall. No
.QUestions asked •. 4/12.
$20.00 REWARD: return oJ orange back·pa.ck,
stolen from bookstore:, April 6th. No questions
asked. Call243-3682. 4/13
FOUND: RING OF KEfS In parking lot east of
Popejoy, 4/6177. Identify & dalm, rm. 131, Marron
Hall. 4/ll
WATCH: FOUND in P.E, locker, Johnson· Gym.
Describe& claimj call 898·5~55. 4/lJ.

Services

Romero

LSAT-MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call
Professional Educators of New Mexico. Inc. 8425200. trn
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, :!06 San Pedro
S.E., 265.0335. Color T1J's, tape decks, slcrco,
amplifiers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms. 10'/o
discount for students with ID's. Quick service. Used
TV's for sale. 4129
TYrlNO, EDITING, Call Kim: 26&9037, ~/8
NEED SOMETHING TYPED? Call Lynn, 2660760. 4/IZ
TYPEWRITER REPAIR SERVICE, Free pickup &
delivery. Free estimates. 883-9360; 881·6525,
eves. 4/22
GUITAR LESSONS from UNM guitar major. 2473574. 417
SEWING. Reasonable rates. Call Sandra, 843·

"If we get a few more good

golfers for next year we will be able
to compete with anybody," she
said.
Romero and the rest of the
women's squad is coached by firstyear coach Henry Sandles.
. The team's next tournament will
be in Midland, Texas, Apri16-7.

Walter was out for a long period of
Perry Genovese did well in floor
time with a wrist injury and as a exercise Mitchell s!lld but the judges
result he was not highly ranked this were tough.
year.
John Eberle in the pommel horse
The only other Lobo to place was had "a little bit of a problem on his
Steve Ortiz. Ortiz took fifth place compulsories," Mitchell sai~.
in the high bar and finished eighth
in the all-around. Mitchell said he
Mitchell was pleased with ·the
thought Ortiz was capable of performances but said, "They have
reaching the top six in the all- a lot of improvement to do before
around.
,
next year.' •
Mitchell said all the team
members did well in the meet.
John Bernal scored a season high 11.----•coupon •----~
I
9.3 in the rings. Mitchell said I
I
Bernal is "ready to make it next I
year." ·

Doug Day had a season high 9.25
in the optionals of the' high bar
competition.

Lucas Sta~ionary
& Office Supply
•
•
•
•

Greeting Cards
Gifts for every occasion
Complete Office and School Supplies
We Do Xerox Copies

8204-A Menaul Blvd. NE
IAt Hoffmantown

FOR SA~E: 8 week old St. Bernards, purebred,
$50,00. Cal!artcr 5:00 p,m., 877·7764. 4/13
ALMOST NEW OOOD RICH POLYSTEEL radial
Ure, FR.?B-14 on_rlm. $30.00 cash, 34$-1752. 4n

FotRent

~~~~~~~~~----~

INCREDIBLE, and only l block from UNM. Large
!~bedroom apartment; dishwasher, disposal, &
carpeted. Pool & bllUard. room, \JtiUti_cs paid,
monthly lease & large enough for two, $220,00. Four
Seasons 1 266-0011. 4/11
COZY NEW EFFICIENCY UNITS avallable nowl
Complete kitchens, lovely furniture, utilities paid by
landlord. For hassle-free living, call Tom Terrill Real
EstateCo.,266·1997. 417
WANTED: 2. responsible women to share house ~
block from UNM. 842-6123, Patrlse. 417
FURNISHED STUDIO APT., $75.00/mo. Also
unfurnished 1 bl;droom, $95,00/mo, All utilities
paid. 613 2nd S, W. Cnli86!M668 weekends & after S
p.m. weekdays, 4/11
MEDICAL STUDENT NEEOS HOUSEMATE(S) to
sharesmall3br. house near BCMC, 266·7310. 4/14
HOUSE FOR RENT to UNM faculty, New 4 bdr.,
carpeted, in choice N.E. Heights, Beautiful view,
near schools & -shopping center, $395.00/mo. 296·
1911. 4/19
FEMALE WANTED to share large home in Heights
nrea.Cali292-3947. 4/12
~g[o z:~LER: half/fJIII day rates. Call 277•

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I

HAVE A BALL!
1
PLAY PUTT
I
PUlT GOLF

I1
1
1

I

Play aU 3 Courses
(54 Holes) for Just •1"
(A •3 75 Value)
Anyone accompanying
coupon-holder may
do the same.

I
I
I

I

11
1
1

I

I · 5100 San Mateo N.E. 1
I
881·9866
1

i.------------

9667. 4/7
TYPING, Reasonable rates. 84)..9667, 292-1693 afler
6 p.m. & weekends. 417

•,.

VOLVO MECHANIC. Good work suarantced. 247·
9083. 418
TYPING: M.A. EI'IGLISH. Selectric. on-campus.
296-8564. 4/29
FOR EXPERIENCED TYPIST: Proofing, editing,
legal, medical, manuscripts, general. 2664770. 4/8
SERVE in the Peace Corps! Call277-5907 after 3:30
P.M. 4/29
GARDEN ROTO·TILLtNG: quaHty work,
reasonable. Caii873-02S1. 4/12
WE CAN RAISE your grades by at least one full
point. Editing, t:riticism, advice on academic l:l.nd
crentive w:ork. English
' The Hand of

EXPERIENCED TYPIST,
FAMOUS QUJVIRA BOOKSHOP and Photography
Gallcr1 is Yi block (rom Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Special order service. 417

For So.le
NEW SHIPMENT of 150 Berlin bicycles-plus,
French accessories. Some used bicycles. R.C.
sets.
2945 Wyoming NU. 293-

Charlie Romero,
6901. 4129
WATERBEDS: WATER TRIPS, 3407 Central N.E.
Cateriilg to student needs s!nce 1971. lnexpensivc
furniture. Student special: complete waterbcd system,
$79.95. 4/29
SPRING SALE! blouses, $3.5(); ·shirts, $5.00; jeans,
Dilly $6,95i at California f.'ashion Outlet 1 2318
Central S.E. Across from campus. 266-6812. 417
HEll TH ~IT STEREO RECEIVER: specially
designed; 2. JBL speakers, Mlracord changer, ex.
condition. $72.5.00. 242~3288. 417
1970 AUTOMATIC VW DUG, good condition. Call
beforc3 p.m.,883-7093. 417
10-SPD TAKARA BIKE, two month• old, $12l.OO,
842·61i3, iullc. 417

ACROSS
1 Group of
aborigines
6 Musical
composition
10 Party for the
groom
14 Wore: 2
words
15 RevE!rse
16 Eddo
17 Stand on
one's head
1 a Very
uncomfortable
20 H dl
ote ess
21 Perched
22 More
co'mpelent
231mporters:
Abbr.
25 Having no
victories ·
27 Fish-eating
hawk
30 Club
31 Fill with joy
32 Orch. leader
Frankie

45 Regulates
4 7 ----shark

nfter 3:30P.M. 4/29
JU.
RIDER WANTeD: cast coas1, leave FridR:y, shnre ~

Wednesday's Puzzle Solved:
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A Chinese studies program Including culhlfe1 ,.a
lang\tage and

an

hl~tol)' (at the National Palace

>

Museum) Is offered nt So~how l,Jnlvcr.slty, Tn1pel 1 ~
TRiwan, July H\ugu5t31, 1977. All course:urc at the :::1

undergraduate level with credh~ transferable to mosl ,_..:
U,S. colleges. For details c~;mtact Lynr.ee Drowlng ...........
277-4467,
........
CommlHcc meeting Thurs, at Chicano
1
St ud,)es
at 5 p.m.
SCEC (the Student Council for E:cceptJonal
Chlidren) will meet this Thurs. Apr. 7 at 7:30p.m. in
rms, 231D&EoftheSUB,
Student Publications Board wlll meet Mon,, Apr.
ll, at 7 p,m,t Jo SUn, room 210-to iiuervlew and
select editor forNM DaUy LOBO.

There wiiii:Je a meeting of Delta Sigma Pl. Thurs.
Apr. 7, at 7 p.m. in rm. 230SUB,
The student seclion or AHEA meztlng will be
Thurs. Apr. 21 at7 p.m.-9'p.m.ln the Simpson rm,ln
the Home Ec. Bldg. Mlcrpwave oven demonstration.
Election of new officers.

UNM Mountain Club wlll meet Thurs, 7;30 p.m.,
Apr, 7 second floor SUO.

campaign efforts only nt those numbers,

Students or student organizations who arc: oppoS«<

to NMPIRO funding may ~11277-5605 before 5 o.m.
or 292·2265 after S. We will be coordinating

Native American Students are needed for modent
dnnee drnma pcrforman~Xs during Fiesta, Need males
and females. Contact..Dob M, or Ralph at277-3918.

\0

::j

Tln~ Graduate Student Association Is now in o
permanent oflice, rm, 209 of the SUD. Phone: 277~
3803. Please come by,

Anyone Interested In participating in Fiestas food
booths or art" displaY' please contact Stephanie
Herrera or Oranger Ward by Apr. J3, at 277~.$020 or
883-7088,

Th.e bllll)ic Soclet.)' will have Friday prayers tvtr'J ~
,Friday It )2:30 p,m,ln rm. 250.C or the sun.

•

Applications (or the 1977 UNM Institute of the
Native Amcrlcnri Progr11m, College of Enslneerlng

are being nccepted, Applications are nvnllnble in rm,,
319 of the Farris Engineering Bldg.
A.ppllcallons ror lnlervlews with southwest school
districts during the_ "Spedal Recruiting Event for
Educators'' are now being nccr:pted p,t Career Services
Me$a VIsta South, rm, 2.131, The event will be l1eld
Apr. 7 and8,

UNM School of Medicine: Is-looking for mlnorily
applicants from New Mexico, Recrulten will be In .
rm. 231A, SUB on Thurs. Apr. 7, from 10 to j p.m.
Have a death wish? Join us as we dodge trdlic on
and on Fri. Apr. 8, from 9' to 4 p.m. to spa~k with
Central eVer)' day at noon and meet us In the middle
orthestr«:t, UNM Crru:cd Pedestrians Club,
interested students.

SPRI~G

SALE!

It's coming
The University of New mexico Press
Speclnl Spring Days Book So.le
Prices 50c to ~6
~~ monday. April 18, through Friday, April 22

48 Part of a pie
49 ---and abet
50 Steel girder
54 Dot-dash
57 Feminine
name
58 Drunken cry
59 Asian
kingdom
60 Mohammedan
ruler's
decree
61 Spanish

arllst

62 River
barriers
63 Subjoined

NEED MONEY? Business of your- own 1 can help.

Employment

UNITED Feature Syndicate

~

ffilscello.neous

Folkdance classes thl.s summer. See page 141n sum·
mer class schedule.

WORK FOR a better world, Apply to the Peace
Corps. Cali277~S907 after 3:30P.M. 4/29
NEED 5 PEOPLEPART~TIME: $400,00 pcrmonlh.
Call881·4SB5, Jp,m.-3p.m. only. 4/12
SUMMER JOB INTERVJEWS--417/77; Mitchell
Hall; 2:30p.m., nn. 108; 7:00p.m., rm. ll7. Average
earnings last summer-$2800.00. Seeking Independent
& earnest student. 417

Tro.vel
DRIVE.RS FILE FREEl Share CK()enses, CaU
lntercontinent~l Travel Centre Bt Rlde.llne 265·9S60,
or 2~·5288, 4/8
CHARTER FLIOHTS (over 7,000), Eurall PllS$ts,
lnformM\on Jmdrldes av&ilablc at Intercontinental
Travel Centre, 107 Olnud ntvd,, S.E,_ S11lte L, 1.55~
6630 or 296·Sl88, 4/8
00 PLACEs wit~ tho Peace Corps, Call 271·5907

FURNISHED ROOM: refrigerator, davenport,
private bath, private entrance, grads. only, utilities
paid. Evenings, 243·6139; Ed Oppenheimer, doys,
243·$533. No alcoholic beverages, 4/8

TO DAY'S' CROSSWORD PUZZLI

Walter Takes Pommel· Horse 1st
By David Belling
Six UNM gymnasts went to the
NCAA Championships last
weekend, in Tempe Arizona, and
one of them, Chuck Walter, came
home with a national championship.
Walter, a 5-10, 150-lb. senior,
took first place in his specialty, the
pommel horse.
UNM Gymnastics Coach Rusty
Mitchell· said, "Walter did outstanding. He just did a super job as
the meet progressed.''
Mitchell said, "I never felt so
good about a kid winning a
championship as Chuck." Last
year Walter placed eighth in the
pommel horse at the NCAA
Championships. This season

YWCA. SUMMER DAY CAMP needs camp
counsl:l':lors, bath men & women, Must enjoy worklns
with childl"(n &.. being In the outdoors. Also need
spccinli~ts In arts & craru, sports & gam~, nature
lore, theatre arts, campcraft. Equal opportunityemployer, Diversity of backgrounds Is sought, 2A7·
8ltoll. 4/iJ"--~

12 French city
13 Active
people
1g Extent of
ability

DOWN
1 Kind of
sound
· 21 Seem!
2 "----of
walcher
lucrece"· 24 Sea: Prefix
Shake25 Sausage
speare
26 Run out of
poem
gear
3 Thought
27 Eight: Prefix
4..Picnlc
28 Tien ----:
features
Asian
33 Professional 5 Football
mountains
group:
player
29 Trial jury
Abbr.
6 French
member: 2
36 Makes lace
author
words
37 Perceive
7 Drug
30 Repairs
38 Hazy
amount
chairs
atmosphere 8 Wynn and 32 Canada.39 Tropical
Sullivan
U.S.A.
cuckoo
9 Part ofa
coins
40 Dogma
shoe
34 Give out
41 "He's lhe
10 Racetrack
sparingly
-----of my
building
35 Full of years
eye"11 Decorator's 37 Religious
42 Regions
ilems: 2
group

~4~4!li.~~~.,..--r::".!!.words -:-"1'::'-.---.---

38 Native of
Europe
40 Flavor
41 Triumphant
exclama-

tion

43 Moderate to
strong
brown
44 Fish
45 Summits
46 Herd of cattle
47 First
mortgages,
e.g.
49 Father of
Abel
51 Fastener
52---- decamp
53 Grass stalk
55 El---:
Spanish

''LOVE ON lHE AIRWAVES"
QUALI1Y CRAFTSMANSHIP
YOU CAN HEAR.
FROM GALLAGHER&LYLE.
Subtle musical touches and creative
craftsmanship make Gallagher & Lyle
the next super duo. The closer you
listen, the better they sound.
"Love On The Airwaves." Coming in
loud and clear from Gallagher & Lyle.

hero

56 0ld Eng.
coin
57 Aclress --·
Farrow

LP's Now Only

$469
Making'77
Sound Better

They charmed you at
Renaissance Concert-Now
take them home with you.
Avail able at Natural Sound
9 Menaul NE.---..J
119 Harvard SE

~.
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Students Hear Activists' Angry Demands
2

~

Minority and activist groups
.,S staged a rally on the mall Wed:>.. nesday to express solidarity with
~ oppressed Blacks in South Africa.
A
Speakers from numerous groups
.~ denounced U.S. complic;ity with
Q)
apartheid through government,
~ multinationals and the media to a

~

z

.'

crowd which drifted in attendance
from 100 to 350 persons .
Robert Roibal, who conducted
the rally, said that the purpose of
the rally was to inform students
about apartheid and to bring
pressure on the U.S. to end support
of the White regime in South
Africa.
One speaker said that industries
in South Africa, including U.s;
· multinationals, make 20 times more
profit through the exploitation of
cheap Black labor than could be
made jn other industrialize"d
countries. ·
Madeline Aron, speaking for
Libertarian Socialists, protested
attempts by the press to downplay
the vicousness of South African
apartheid,
''We can still read articles about
'Nightlife in s'winging J ohannesburg' or lighthearted tourist
romps through colorful game
preserves,'' Aron said.

••

... Clinical Law
(Continued from page I)

university student couldn't come up with $10 for his own legal defense,"
Rupp said.
McPherson and Hart said they strongly oppos~ any such fee, but
concede that a fee will be under consideration in coming months.
They oppose charging a higher fee for two reasons. The first is that it
would be a hardship to indigent students. "It would just be gouging the
student a little bit more, when he's already got the activity fee on his ·
back," McPherson said. The $2 interview fee currently charged is so small
it is not even considered a fee, but rather a small contribution to help make
ends meet, he continued.
The second reason for not charging a higher fee, Hart said, was that if
$10 or $15 were charged, the University administration would consider it
substantial enough to ·take for the general fund, and the money would be
lost to clinical law. Under law 1 all monies collected within the Up.iversity
must go into the general fund. The admini~tration has always .overlooked
the small $2 charge.
McPherson and Hart also oppose a higher fee because it would change
the nature of the program.
jCWhen we start charging $10 or $15, that damn near puts us in the
position of becoming another law office in Albuquerque. We might as well
open up for business downtown," Hart said.
McPherson said the UNM Clinical Law Program is generally considered
one of the top two or three in the country. jCWe have other clients
knocking at our door," McPherson said, referring to large federal grants
in the offing for Clinical Law to finance programs not related to student
aid. McPherson said that in the absence of ASUNM operating funds,
Clinical Law will probably shift its resource§ away from student aid and
into these prospective new programs.
.
McPherson and Hart said some legal aid to undergraduates may be
available, at reduce levels, after Clinical Law's $22,000 ASUNM appropriation for the current fiscal year runs out. "We could, conceivably,
squeeze in a few cases (after the ASUNM appropriation runs out) but it
would be on a very limited basis," McPherson said.

,,
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Want to read faster? Tonight Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics is
offering free classes. Come to a free class tqnight, and you'll be able
to increase your reading and study speed as much as 50 to 100 per
cent.
No cost, and no obligation.
Find out how much easier school can be. Join the _millions who've
taken a free speed reading lesson apd doubled their reading speed on
the spot. With the same or better comprehension.
Then, take what you've learned and puf it to use tonight to speed up
your reading and studying.

1<

Grace Fills Trainer Post

'

..

The appointment of Haven
Grace to the position of Training
Specialist for the Prevention
Department of the New Mexico
Cancer Control Program (NMCCP) was announced today by
Robert DeFelice, M.P.H., director
of the NMCCP Prevention
Department.
Central to Ms. Grace's work will
be the development of continuing
education programs on cancer for
health and medical professionals.
·Ms. Grace's immediate duties
with the NMCCP, a five-year
community based project, include
the planning and coordination of
orientation seminars for health
educators and health care providers
who work in cooperation with the
NMCCP Prevention Department.
Participating in these seminars are
personnel of the American Cancer
Society, the New Mexico Health
Education Coalition, the Southwest
Health
Care
Corporation,
Presbyterian Medical Services, and
other agencies which conduct
NMCCP cancer education activities.
Training programs . for school
personnel, organized volunteer
groups, and concerned citizens will
also be Ms. Grace1s responsibility.
The intention of these programs is
to develop a network of health
instructors who will disseminate

"

Tonight.

current information on cancer
prevention and early detection to
communities throughout New
Mexico and the Navajo Nation.

Over one million people from around the world have already turned
to the Evelyn Wood reading method.

Five cancers will be emphasized in
this public education effort-those
of the breast, lung, colon/rectum,
uterine/cervix, and head and neck,
including the skip of the head and
neck area.

These unique, copyrighted techniques are now taught in over 300
cities throughout the work~. Average course graduates can do an
hour's reading in less than 15 minutes.

.

Blaze Causes
Little Damage
In Laguna Dorm
A fire which broke out in a trash
bin in Laguna Dormitory at the
UNM about 9 p.m. Tuesday caused
minimal damage.
No injuries were reported and
UNM Inspector Bob Raymond said
"no apparent damage" was caused
other than water on the basement
floor.
Cause of the fire is undetermined. However, Raymond
speculated that a dormitory
resident may have discarded a lit
cigarette into the chute-type trash
bin.
Residents of the dormitory were
evacuated while firemen put out the
blaze.

;.;•.c·

. Photo: by K01en Panagakoa

Read thousands of words in a minute--that's pages in seconds, chapters in minutes, and books in less than an hour.
80 per cent of a college student's time is spent rea~ing. Isn't it about
time you made it easy on yourself?
Come to a free speed.reading class tonight. Only one
could save you hundreds of hours ...
· Tonight Last Night
Comet~

hour~-and

a free speed reading lesson today.

7:30p.m.
I{oom 253 Student Union Building
University of New Mexico Campus
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
Phone 266-7322
Student Tuition Plan Avail able

it

